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- Standards-based: The interfaces of an IAM service component for authentication, authorization and user management must be based on standards. • Usage of Open Source: IAM service component should be based on Open Source components wherever possible. • Integration with existing infrastructure: Authentication must be integrated with existing infrastructure (e.g. enterprise security infrastructure where already user accounts are already managed). • Loose coupling: Possibility to use a system-specific IAM service component to decouple from OT external components to care for offline cases or scenarios with intermittent connections. Design Principles for IAM Architecture IAM is a common concern across OT products PREDICTIVE AUTOMATION ORCHESTRATION SUPERCOMPUTING 14 IT/OT Security Operation Centers Prescriptive Security Analytics Security Powered by Machine Intelligence: Why We Bring Security + Machine Intelligence Together Security is maintained through constant monitoring and alarming Monitoring capabilities are on the rise Data points describe events at particular points in time ▶ This generates lots of data to be reviewed for security We have many data points in the security cloud ... Machine Intelligence offers the right points to connect the dots efficiently The joint Atos/Siemens View: Better detection by interconnecting the IT and the OT security clouds Offering our customers more value by thwarting attacks better IT Data OT Data Big Data Security Analytics Advanced Correlation Engine Incident Handling Processes Threat Intelligence Info Collection Customer Interface Vendor Interface IT- Eco System IT-SIEM* Network • Applications • Behavior • Identities • Location • Endpoint Protection • DDoS • DLP • Encryption • Log Files Threat Intelligence for Detection Threat-DB OT/IT- Eco System • Technology based Security Data • Log Files • Behavior • Perimeter OT/IT-SIEM* Mindsphere Knowledge Base SOC – Graphical User Interface Siemens OT/IT Operation Interface Siemens CSOC Siemens Customer CERT Atos SOC Atos CSIRT/CERT Atos IT Operation Interface *) both are currently using Intel/McAfie SIEM Joint Process Integration (Ticketing, Asset Inventory, Knowledge Base, Data Bus, Process Definitions) DataLake Wave 2: Advanced Analytics Wave 1: Integrated Operational Model Threat Intelligence for Detection Threat-DB External TI External TI distributed distributed SvCZ1: Remote SOC Data Collector Zone & cRSP SvCZ1: OT/IT Field Device Zones & cRSP Advanced Correlation Engine Basic Correlation Engine Prescriptive SOC IT/OT Network of our Customer Prescriptive SOC IT/OT Machine Intelligence Use Cases Customer’s OT Networks In the Focus of the generated Value Proposition: Cross-IT/OT Attacks Machine Intelligence powered Attack Detection and Incident Response Customer’s IT Networks IT to OT Example 1 Detecting Blackenergy & CrashOverride Multi-domain Example 3 Detecting WannaCry OT to IT Example 2 Detecting the crossplatform Malware Value Proposition • Coverage: Various Use Cases addressing main market segments • Automation: Advanced Machine Intelligence methods allow to efficiently identify relevant events, coping with immense data volume • Tangible Offerings: Develop concrete backend tools for productive use in service Attacks across OT/IT borders | dd-mm-yyyy | Author | © Atos - For internal use GBU | Division | Department 18 CCP a joint Siemens/Atos Investment for Next Generation IoT CCP will gradually replace cRSP with the following objectives: • Reduce by an order of magnitude cost and time to connect new equipments and applications • Allow dual way communication to enable prescriptive analytics • Connect 10’s of Millions of objects • Be the only communication channel between the cloud and equipments including for: • mass device management • security policy management • distributed analytics • machine intelligence | dd-mm-yyyy | Author | © Atos - For internal use GBU | Division | Department 19 CCP is a secure and flexible connectivity service to be integrated into IoT environments Codex Communication Platform (CCP) IPSec Reactive Service • Service Engineer with Service Application accesses remote device / system e.g. TeamViewer, RDP, VNC • File Transfer • Device Management Machine to Machine • Messaging • File Transfer • Data Ingestion • Property/Device Monitoring Client-less Devices (e.g. in a hospital network) Websocket Secure Client-less Devices (via connectivity box) Device Client (on single device) • Master Data Management (e.g. Devices, IP Addr., Credentials, Security Policies) • Access Control (Authentication / Authorization) • File Transfer (e.g. support of Amazon S3 Storage), Scheduling, Order Book, Directory Synchronization • Device Management (e.g. Properties, Alerting) • Logging / Audit Trail • Support of the most important Industrial Security Standards e.g. IEC 62443 SSL VPN Device Client (on single device) | dd-mm-yyyy | Author | © Atos - For internal use GBU | Division | Department CCP Backend Components A component architecture with open interfaces enables control of features by ext. applications CCP GUI Master Data Management RESTful API with JSON Optional Components, eventually substituted by customer components File Transfer Audit Authentication Authorization Device Management Remote Access Messaging 20 System/ Device Client | dd-mm-yyyy | Author | © Atos - For internal use GBU | Division | Department CCP Backend Engineering Tool Device Client Remote Access Client Messaging Device Device Client Remote Access Client Messaging Client A messaging channel is used to request, authorize and manage data channels through the CCP proxy framework One or more data channels are opened through the CCP
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